System Enhancement Module: Honeywell/ADEMCO VISTA®

Panel Compatibility

The System Enhancement Module (SEM) is compatible with the Honeywell/ADEMCO VISTA 10P, 15P, and 20P panels and the equivalents below, dating back to 2005.

- Honeywell/ADEMCO VISTA-10P
  - Honeywell/ADEMCO VISTA-10PSIA
  - First Alert FA130CP
  - First Alert FA130CPSIA
  - Some equivalent white labeled panels

- Honeywell/ADEMCO VISTA-15P
  - Honeywell/ADEMCO VISTA-15PSIA
  - First Alert FA148CP
  - First Alert FA148CPSIA
  - Some equivalent white labeled panels

- Honeywell/ADEMCO VISTA-20P
  - Honeywell/ADEMCO VISTA-20PSIA
  - First Alert FA168CP
  - First Alert FA168CPSSIA
  - Some equivalent white labeled panels

The SEM is also compatible with the VISTA-21iP, if the Internal IP/GSM Jumper is set in the OFF position.

To determine if the SEM is compatible with your panel, locate the date on the chip on the inside of the panel. The SEM is compatible on panel versions 2005 to present.

⚠️ The SEM is not compatible with POTS. The SEM should be the only communication path for alarm signaling to the central station.

Please see your Account Development Executive for more information on panel compatibility.